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REPRODUCTION 

George C. Sziklai, Princeton, N. J., assignor to 
Radio Corporation of America, a corporation of 
Delaware 

:Application November 1, 1943, Serial No. 508,566 
10 Claims, (CI. 178-6.8) 

1. 2 
The present invention relates to the reproduc- Fig. 5 shows a characteristic curve of a portion 

stion of images electrically and more particularly of the apparatus of Fig. 4; and . ??“ 
to increasing the total time of reproduction of : Fig.6 shows another modification along the 
images by electrical methods so that fast phe- lines of Fig. 4. 
nomena may be studied. - 5 Referring to Fig. 1 of the drawings, an arrange 

Heretofore, in the reproduction of images by giment...is shown in schematic form which illus 
electrical means, it has been necessary to elec- strates the basic principle of the present invention. 

... - trically reproduce an image simultaneously with Reference scharacter 0 indicates a device for 
the scanning of the image:at an image signal generating an image signal and is illustrated as 

s' generating point. By the term 'image' in the 10 a...cathode ray camera or transmitter scanning 
foregoing and in the complete description of the tube of well-known design, such as an “iono 

:::invention: which is to follow is meant an image scope' or an "Orthicon.' For example, the gen 
I of any picture, object or view, or an image rep- . . eration of television signals may be carried out 
resenting a curveillustrating phenomenon under in the manner disclosed in a patent to Bedford, 
observation. : 152,192,121, granted February 27, 1940. A suitable In accordance with the present invention, the synchronizing arrangement is shown in a patent 

... time interval of reproduction of animage may to. Seeley, 2,256,530, granted September 23, 1941. 
... vary with a respect to the time-interval during Smith Patents, 2,132,654; and 2,132,655, both 

... which an original phenomenon occurred. These granted; October 11, 1938; show scanning control 
-time intervals, in accordance with the invention, 20 generators which smay, be employed... with the 
in the preferred form, are equal or substantially . . . camera transmitter.s or Scanning tube. These 

..equal, and the time intervening... between the patents are-mentioned solely because of the fact 
reproduction of a series of images varies and that they, illustrate one suitable form of a cath 
may be-considerably prolonged. This is permis- ode-ray scanning system. Any form of mechani 

... sible. Since the illusion of motion in any event is 25: cal-or-electronic, scanning device may be employed 
is possible only because of persistence of vision. ... when practicing, the invention.". The tube to com 
This physiological phenomenon may be aided by . . prises a highly evacuated, envelope - f2, having. 

- employing a reproducing medium having an therein an electron gun f4 for producing an elec 
image: persistence characteristic, *...tron beam and the usual deflecting arrangement 
The primary object of the invention is to de-it 30, 6 for producing horizontal and vertical deflection 

crease the speed of reproduction of electrically - of-the-ray. The usual-saw tooth wave generators 
reproduced images. (not shown) as well as control signal pulse gen 
- Another object of the invention is to stretch -erators: (also not shown), are included to furnish 
the time interval normalily, existing between the deflecting currents or voltages to be applied 

... images of a series of electrically produced 85 to the deflecting unit - 6. In the latter instance 
... images. the deflecting unit 6 will be composed of elec 

A further object of the present invention is to trostatic, deflecting plates in Space quadrature. 
provide for the storage of image signals in a It. will be:... understood that electroStatic or -elec 
television system. ... tromagnetic deflection may be employed. 
A. Still further object of the invention is to 40 . A mosaic. 8 of photoelectric elements is also 

provide control-means for an image signal stor- is contained-in the envelope-2. An optical image 
ing arrangement. of the subject to be transmitted is projected upon 
Other objects, of the invention will become the mosaic 8-by-an-optical lens System 2 

apparent when the following specification and -- whereby, an electrostatic image is formed on the 
claims are read in connection with the accom-, 45.mosaic. Thus, when the mosaic. is scanned by 
panying drawings, wherein: the cathode-ray, image or video signals are pro 

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of an : , duced which appear: across an output resistor. 23. 
image signal storing system embodying the pres- -The-image : signals... are amplified by an image 

: ent invention; - ...signal-amplifier-24, the output of which is con 
Figs. 2 and 3 are curves referred to in the 50, nected to the distributor. 27. 

description of the operation of the apparatus of The subject which is to be scanned by the tube 
Fig. 1; - 0 is shown by: Way, of example as a motion pic 

Fig. 4 is a Schematic showing of a system? em- - -ture, films 3 f having, the usual successive views 
... bodying the invention in its preferred electronic numbered 1 to 3 and so on. Whereas three frames 
... controlled form; - i 55 have beenshown illustratively con the film 3, 
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r & Patent;No. 2,113,011:...to. White: granted. April 5, 
1938. ? ". . . . . . . . . . . . 

or illustrative purposes, three of the tubes 78 
are shown by Fig. 4 of the drawings and these 
stubes may be employed to store the signals from 
three Successive scanning operations of the trans 
mitting. Scanner do...Tubes of this general type 
are illustrated and described in a British patent 
to V.K: Zworykini No. 3434,890. of 1935, and a 
United States patent to Harry: Branson,...No. 

I. : 2,257,562, granted September 30, 1941. 
... Each tube 78 is provided with an electron gun 

construction. 8 and includes a source of cathode 
?: rays 82, a control grid. 83, and an anode or a,c- 

..., celerating electrode: 84. . . In addition, there is 
3 provided a cathode: ray deflecting arrangement 

iii. 865 which may be similar to the deflecting ar 
':' rangement : 16 of the scanner. tube. Í0. This de 

flecting arrangement serves to deflect the cath 
... ode ray bean so that it. noves within the tube 
3 envelope 88 under control of a suitable deflect 

...iing field: applied to the Cdeflecting coils or ide 
; : flecting -electrodes from an external source (not 
shown) which is either the same source used to 
control...the picture scanning cathode ray tube 
if O. or any scanning source. As a matter of fact, 
the target may be scanned in a fashion different 
from the line byline method, for example, spiral 
or other curvilinear fashions are applicable. 
Varying potentials are applied under the con 

trol of the Video signals to the grid electrode.83, 
herein considered as the control electrode, to con 
trol the intensity of the electron beam emitted 
from the cathode emitter. 82 in proportion to 
the light value of the image being scanned. In 

- order to focus suitably the cathicide : ray, the 
uSual focusing electrodes including the electrode 

'84 are provided as shown in Fig. 4 of the Branson 
patent referred to above. The conical inner por 
tion of the tube envelope 88 is in the form of a 
control, electrode or where desired a separate 

i. electrode 91 of conical shape is provided: Adja 
cent the end portion of the tube there issuitably 

Series of signal storage; tubes 78 is provided. 

6 
visity value...of which is maintained substantially 
t constant. . . . { - . . . . . . . . . 

The storage signal from each tube:is collected 
by the collector: anode 9? during the scanning 

53 by the beam when it is maintained at constant 
intensity and is fed to the grid of an amplifier 

... tube. ...One amplifier: tube-is-shown for. each of 

...the storage tubes. 78. The first storage tube-out 
... put from its collector 9...is fed over a connec 
10...tion C6 to the gridi O8. of an amplifier-tube 09. 

The outputs of the remaining storage tubes of the 
... series: are connected respectively, to grids. O. and 
...tiff of amplifier-tubes 2 and f4. 

: The amplifying... tubes. 09, 2, ... and 4... are 
15.biased to cut off by...signals. from the switching 

circuit. 76 applied over connections. 5, 6, and 
.*", di f7. during alltimes except when the correspond 
...ing storage, tubes are discharged and the elec 
... trical impulses corresponding to the delayed pic 

:20...ture frame, are to be transmitted to the line 
... amplifier. - 

With the. arrangement.shown in Fig. 4: con 
trolled in a preferred manner from an electronic 

... Switching, circuit...f6 rather, than by mechanical 
25 distributors as in Fig. 1 of the drawings, a more 

flexible timing of the successive steps in the op 
eration may be realized...For example, with the 

· scanning tube 0: operating at normal television 
... Scanning frequency...interlaced' or non-interlaced, 

30 the signal 59 of Fig.2. willi occupy approximate 
ly one thirtieth of a second, and the retrace 

is time -63 will or may occupy approximately one 
One hlundreditWentieth of a Second. The Con 
Stants of the Switching circuit may be selected 

35. So that the signal 59a occupies one thirtieth of 
a second: while the time: delay between the sig 
inals 69a and 64a occupies, one tenth of a second. 
This will result in a considerable slowing down of 

* . . the image reproduced in the image º signal re 
40 producing device 8. 

A.S. has-been stated in connection with the ap 
siparatus of Fig. 1 of the drawings, the series of 

- ; image signals such as; signals:59, 64, 66, etc., may 
-be, increased to any amount by...increasing the 

supported a mosaic electrode 00 which includes $45 number of image storage tubes 78. The image 
an insulating plate 92 upon which is suitably 
deposited a coating 93 of isolated globules. - Im 
mediately behind the insulating plate member 93 
there is positioned a conducting signal plate 

...: Storage tubes, may be very compact, particularly 
... -where. Spiral scanning is employed as pointed out 
is above, and also; their operation does not depend 
on photoelectric action which also permits mate 

member 96. To all of the electrodes. suitable 1:50:rial reduction in size.' Abank of such tubes may 
connections to Supply Operating and control volt 
ages are made. 
The grids 83 of each tube are biased to a differ 

ent negative value by a connection. 99 so that 

* be 'arranged together in a relatively small space. 
The Switching circuit 76 can be easily expanded 
With additional: multivibrators to accommodate 
additional storage tubes 78. 

in order to remove the bias and render the tubeiss The function of the Switching circuit shown 
operative, different external positive biasing volt 
ages are provided from the switching circuit 76. 
Referring to Fig. 5 of the drawings, the bias on 
each. Successive tube applied by its connection.99 

on Fig. 4 is as follows: It connects: the grids of 
s.the storage, tubes, successively to the output of 
the video, amplifier 24. In other words, it con 

... nects, the grid. of No. 1 storage tube 8 to the 
is illustrated by the curve? 02. It is assumed forgo video input for the duration of the first frame, 
purposes of illustration that a zero bias applied 
to the grid 83 of each tube will operate, that is 
to say, the cathode ray beam in that tube will 
become active and may be modulated by voltage 
variations applied to its grid. The curve. 03 rep-. 

'... resenting the output of the countercircuit which 
... is added algebraically to the bias, on each grid 
increases in the positive direction by successive 

... steps as shown. So that each tube 78 in the series 
becomes successively operative. In this manner 
Successive image signals from successive frames 
scanned by the tube O will be stored electrostat 
ically on the mosaic (O. and this storage signal 

", Will be preserved until it is released by a succes 
* SiWe Scanning of... the electron - beam, the inten 

O 

then the grid of...the second tube. for the second 
frame, etc. ..After. One frame signal is applied 
to a tube, it is blanked by biasing the grid to 
cut off until its discharge cycle occurs. By using 

65 counter circuits, multivibrators, or the like in 
the switching circuit 76, a square wave step pulse 
is applied to the tubes in succession as shown 
on the curve 03 of Fig. 5. Since the storage 
tubes 78 and amplifier tubes 9, 2, and f4 
are biased back to different negative values, elec 
tronic conduction will take place only when an 
adequately large positive signal is applied to their 
respective grids. The grids 83 of the storage 
tubes 78 are sufficiently positive during the charg 

75 ling and discharging period, controlled by multi 
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- ? vibrators or blocking oscillators running at a suit 
able frequency, determined by the time difference 
between the charge and discharge interval, while 
the grids:08, 0, and i? of amplifier tubes. 09, 

... 2, and 4 are biased beyond cut off at all times. 
except the discharge period. -- . . . . . . 

Blocking OScillators in combination: With coun 
ter circuits are fully described in the White pat 

... ent above referred to. . . 
A modified arrangement of the preferred em 

bodiment of the invention disclosed in Fig. 4 is 
shown by Fig. 6. This modification discloses 
Somewhat in detail an electronic switching and 
control circuit for controlling the Operation of 
image Storage tubes Such, for example, as are 
indicated by reference character 78 in Fig. 4. 
With a view to simplifying the drawings, only two 
of these tubes f26 and 27 are shown. ... It will 

... be understood, as stated previously in connec 
tion. With Figs, 1 and 4 of the drawings, that the 
number of these tubes will be determined by the 
number of Successive images of the rapidly oc 
curring phenomena, which are to be stored. 
Composite signals from a transmitter. Such as 

the cathode ray Scanning tube O of Fig. 1 of the 
drawings are applied to the grids of the storage 
tubes 26 and 27 through amplifiers 3 and 
32. These composite signals are also applied 

through an integrating circuit 33 to a tube 34. 
The function of this integrating circuit is to re 

- move the Video and horizontal synchronizing and 
blanking signals from the vertical duration pulses, 

- The signal on the plate 36 of the tube 34 will 
appear, accordingly, as indicated on the drawings, 
above the tube 34. These signals are designated 

- 59' and 63'; Whereas the incoming Successive im 
age signals are designated 59 and 63 and appear 
above the input connection 38. 

... The pulses 59 and 63' are fed to counter cir 
cuits 39 and 4f and will produce a potential 
increase in a series of steps designated 59'', 63' 
as shown by the curve appearing above the tube 
42. These potentials-are then fed to blocking 

OScillator tubes 46 and 47 which are biased by 
Sources of biasing potential shown conventionally 
as batteries 48 and 49 respectively. These bat 
teries have potentials of opposite sign correspond 
ing to the counter circuit output as shown in 

- Fig. 5. ... " 
The blocking oscillators 46 and 47 are then: 

; : triggered by the output of the counter circuit 
and since the pulse width is equal to the frame 
period, they apply a square wave on the grids 
of the storage tubes 26 and 27. In place of 
a blocking oscillator, any other type of relaxa. 
tion OScillator may be used, such as multivibra 
tors, dynatrons, pulsing gas discharge tubes, etc., 
provided their pulse width is approximately equal 
to the frame period, and the oscillating rate is 
comparatively slow. 

- The arrangement just described provides for 
the application of a positive potential to the 
proper grids of the proper storage tubes 26 and 
127 at the time of transmission of successive 
frames. 
A relaxation oscillator such as the multivibra 

tor 5 has a repetition rate equal to the desired 
speed of the slow motion image. By way of ex 
ample, this was indicated in connection with Fig. 
3 as being 220 milliseconds and the pulses gen 
erated by this multivibrator are then applied to 
counter circuits 52 and 53 which trigger the 
multivibrators 56 and 57 successively in the 
manner in which the tubes (42 and 143 triggered 

/ 

blocking oscillators 146 8. - 

and 141, except at a de 
layed time rate. 

. . . The pulse widths of the relaxation oscillators 
56 and 57 is still equal to the frame period, but 
the repetition rate is considerably slower than 
that of the original frame frequency. 5: These 

- delayed pulses are fed to the grids of the storage 

10 

15 

tubes 126 and 27 and also to the grids of ther 
amplifier tubes 59 and 6. It will be seen. 
that each storage tube is biased back at all times, 
except for two pulses coinciding with the record 
ing storage.time and the discharge time: The 
amplifier tubes 59 and 6 fare biased back at 
all times except during the discharge period. ...) 
In the slow motion systems of this invention, 

the higher the initial rate at which the successive 
... images are stored, determined for example in Fig. 

1 by the field frequency applied to the deflection 

20 

25 

30 

3 5 

40 

48 

50 

means of the tube 0, the more the observing rate 
may be reduced. . . . . . . ...' . . . . . . . . . 

It will be noted that while signals represent 
ing each frame. Or field of the image are dis 
charged from the storage device at the original 
rate at which they were stored, initiation of the 
discharge of each field or frame is delayed or 
retarded as compared to its rate of storage. 
Various modifications of the System shown and 

described herein by way of example are possible, 
without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the invention described herein, and it is desired 
that any - and all of Such modifications be con 
sidered within the purview of the present inven 
tion defined by the hereinafter appended claims. 

Having now described the invention, What is 
claimed and desired to be secured by Letters Pat 
entis the following: , - • 

1. In a system for reproducing images electri 
cally in slow motion, means to store at a given 
rate signals representing said images to record 
Successive steps of motion occurring in theim 
ages at the rate of Occurrence of the motion, 
means to discharge signals representing said in 
ages at the rate of storage of Said images, and 
means to delay the initiation of the discharge 
of each of said storage signals whereby the mo 
tion appears to occur at a rate differing from 
the rate of occurrence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2. In a system for reproducing images electri 
cally, means for generating a series of image sig 
nals in accordance with an optical image appear 
ing in a field of view and at a predetermined 
rate, means for storing said image signals se 
quentially, and means for the increasingly de 
layed initiation of the discharge at the original 

55 

60 

65 

70 

storage rate of the said storage signals. 
3. In a system for reproducing images electri 

cally, means for generating, at a given rate, a 
series of image signals in accordance. With an 
optical image appearing in a field of view, means 
for storing said image signals sequentially to re 
COrd successive steps of motion occurring in the 
images at the rate of occurrence of the motion, 
means for discharging signals representative of 
said stored signals, said discharge occurring- at 
the same rate as the storage of said signals and 
in the same sequence, and means for producing 
a time delay between each one of said series of 
discharge signals. Whereby the motion appears to 
Occur at a rate differing from the rate of oc 
currence. ? - 

4. In a System for reproducing images electri 
cally, means for generating a series of image sig 
nals in accordance with an optical image appear 
ing in a field of view and at a predetermined 
rate, means for storing said image signals sequen 
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tially, means for discharging signals representa 
tive of said stored signals said discharge occur 
ring at the Same rate as the storage of Said Sig 
nals, and means for the increasingly delayed ini 
tiation of the di Scharge at the Original Storage 
rate of the said storage Signals. 

5. In a system for reproducing images electri 
Cally, means for receiving a Series Of image Sig 
nals representing a, viewed image, a series of stor 
age repeaters for Storing Said image Signals Se 
quentially, means for causing repetition of said 
stored signals sequentially at the rate of storage, 
and means for the increasingly delayed initiation 
of the discharge of said stored signals. 

6. In a system for reproducing images electri 
cally, means for receiving, at a given rate, a Series 
of image signals representing a viewed image, a, 
Series of Storage repeaters for storing said image 
signals sequentially, means for causing repetition 
of said stored signals, said repetition occurring 
at the same rate as the storage of Said Signals 
and in the sam? sequence, and means for pro 
ducing a time delay between each one of said 
series of repeated signals. 

7. A slow motion television transmitting Sys 
term comprising a television pickup tube includ 
ing a target electrode, means to generate a cath 
ode ray beam, means to deflect said cathode ray 
beam in mutually perpendicular directions to 
scan said target electrode at a predetermined 
rate to piroduce image signals, a plurality of stor 
age tubes each including a storage electrode, 
means to store the produced image signals on 
the storage electrodes of said tubes as electro 
static charges, means to remove said stored Sig 
nals at a rate corresponding Substantially to the 
rate of storage, and means for producing a time 
delay between the removal of a stored signal from 
one storage tube and the removal of a signal 
from the successive storage tube. 

8. A slow motion television transmitting Sys 
tem comprising a television pickup tube includi 
ing a light sensitive target electrode, means to 
produce an electroStatic charge image of a scene 
to be transmitted on said target electrode, means 
to generate a cathode ray beam, means to deflect 
said cathode ray beam in mutually perpendicular 
directions to scan said target electrode at a pre 
determined rate to produce image signals, a plu 
rality of storage tubes each including a storage 
electrode, means sequentially to store the pro 
duced image signals on the storage electrodes of 

0 

5 
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10 
said tubes as electrostatic charge image replicas 
Of the image Scanned in the said pickup tube, 
means sequentially to remove said stored image 
signals at substantially the same rate as the orig 
inal production and storgae rate, and in eans to 
produce a time delay between the renoval of a 
stored signal from one storage tube and the re 
moval of a signal from a successive storage tube. 

9. A slow motion television transmitting Sys 
tem comprising a television pickup tube having a 
target electrode, means to generate a cathode ray 
beam in said tube, means to deflect said cathode 
ray beann in horizontal and vertical directions to 
Scan said target electrode to produce image sig 
nals, a plurality of storage tubes each including 
a storage electrode, means including a SWitching 
arrangement successively to store the image sig 
nails produced during a number of vertical de 
flection. Signals on a separate storage tube, means 
including a second switching arrangement to re 
move said stored image signals in Succession at 
a rate substantially equal to the rate at which 
they were originally produced, and means to pro 
duce a time delay between the removal of a stored 
signal from One storage tube and the removal of 
a stored signal from the Successive storage tube. 

10. A slow motion television transmitting sys 
ten comprising a television pickup tube having a 
light sensitive target electrode, means to generate 
a Cathode ray beam in said tube, means to deflect 
Said cathode ray bean in horizontal and vertical 
directions at different rates to Scan said target 
electrode to produce image signals corresponding 
to each television line and frame in accordance 
With the horizontal and vertical deflections of 
said cathode ray beam, a plurality of storage 
tubes each including an electron storage elec 
trode, means including a Switching arrangement 
Operable sequentially to store the produced image 
signals representative of each television frame at 
the horizontal and vertical deflection rates on a 
Separate storage tube, means including a second 
Switching arrangement operable, successively to 
remove said stored image signals at substantially 
the same rate as the rate at which they were 
Originally produced and stored, and a switching 
arrangement controlling the initiation of each 
Signal removal Operation, the time of initiation 
being delayed from frame to frame of said storage 
cycle. 

GEORGE C. SZIKLAI. 


